
The network enhancing young string quartets
and the European cultural heritage in a circular economy



LE DIMORE DEL QUARTETTO | WHO WE ARE

Le Dimore del Quartetto is a cultural creative enterprise that 
supports international young string quartets at the beginning of their 
career and enhances the European cultural heritage.

Thanks to  a consolidated network of houses, ensembles and partners 
in the fields of music and artistic heritage, Le Dimore del Quartetto 
manages and organizes:

● residencies and concerts in historic houses and other places of 
cultural interest

● festivals and itineraries aimed at discovering and enhancing 
the territories, the local heritage  and chamber music

● masterclasses and training programs for musicians
● educational projects for primary and secondary schools and 

universities
● team-building activities for companies



LE DIMORE DEL QUARTETTO | THE ORIGINS

Born in 2015 out of the idea of Francesca Moncada, Le Dimore del 
Quartetto has started from a simple exchange: on the occasion of an 
artistic commitment far from their hometown, musicians are hosted 
for maximum one week in a historic house and, during the days of 
residency, the ensemble offers a concert to the house owners. 

This exchange creates a circular economy in which the houses 
become a precious resource for the ensembles, and vice versa: it gives 
life to new occasions of encounter in unusual locations and 
decentralized territories; it brings back to life places that are not fully 
used; it brings a new audience closer to chamber music.



LE DIMORE DEL QUARTETTO | PRIZES AND AWARDS

❖ 2017 | The activities of Le Dimore del Quartetto have been presented at the Chamber of Deputies, upon invitation of the Cultural Commission, as 
part of the research Best practices of cultural diffusion.

❖ 2018 | Le Dimore del Quartetto is selected by Fondazione Cariplo among the 20 winners (out of 321 participants from all over Italy) of the Cultural 
Innovation call. 

❖ 2019 | Le Dimore del Quartetto is among the winners of the European Heritage Award / Europa Nostra Award 2019, the most prestigious prize in 
Europe in the heritage field, in the “Education, training and awareness” category.

❖ 2020 | The project MUSA – European young MUsicians soft Skills Alliance of Le Dimore del Quartetto, aimed at developing the entrepreneurial skills 
of musicians, is selected for Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union, in the area “Strategic partnership to support innovation”.  In the same 
year, Le Dimore del Quartetto is presented as Project of Influence by The Best in Heritage. 

❖ 2021 | Le Dimore del Quartetto designs a cultural itinerary on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the death of Cristina Trivulzio di 
Belgiojoso: this leads to the installation of the first statue dedicated to a woman (Cristina Trivulzio) in Milan.

❖ 2022 | The project MERITA - where chamber Music, cultural heritage and TAlent meet of Le Dimore del Quartetto wins the Europa Creativa -
European Platforms call. The project, of which Le Dimore del Quartetto is the leader, involves 17 organizations from 12 countries.

Le Dimore del Quartetto has been presented as case study of entrepreneurship and cultural innovation during the courses of Cultural Heritage 
Management in Bocconi University, SDA Bocconi School of Management and Cattolica University in Milan and at the Master’s degree in Planning and 
access to European funds for Culture, Creativity and Multimedia of Università degli Studi di Perugia.

http://webtv.camera.it/evento/12379
https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/innovazione-culturale-call-of-fondazione-cariplo-2018/?lang=en
https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/european-heritage-award-europa-nostra-award-2019/?lang=en
https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/musa/?lang=en
https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/le-dimore-del-quartetto-winner-of-the-erasmus-2020-call/?lang=en
https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/the-best-in-heritage-conference-2020-dubrovnik/?lang=en


LE DIMORE DEL QUARTETTO | OUR NETWORK

286 historic houses in 17 countries

87 international and young professional  quartets and trios 
(average age 28 years old), selected by the artistic director 
Simone Gramaglia (Quartetto di Cremona)

over 50 prestigious partners all over Europe, active in the 
cultural heritage, chamber music and education fields: among 
these, Europa Nostra, European Historic Houses, Associazione 
Dimore Storiche Italiane, Fondo Ambiente Italiano, Fondazione 
Giorgio Cini, La Philharmonie de Paris, Comitato Amur, 
Accademia Musicale Chigiana, Accademia Stauffer Cremona, 
Museo del Violino, Università Bocconi

For more information:
www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/we-collaborate-with/



LE DIMORE DEL QUARTETTO | OUR SUPPORTERS

PROGRAMMA ERASMUS+ DELL’UNIONE 
EUROPEA

FONDAZIONE CARIPLO
EUROPA NOSTRA

FONDAZIONE BERTI PER L’ARTE E LA SCIENZA
FONDAZIONE BRACCO

ASSOCIAZIONE DIMORE STORICHE ITALIANE
FONDAZIONE GIORGIO CINI

FONDAZIONE BRIVIO SFORZA
FONDO MOROSINI

STUDIO MICHELE ASSINI
ITSRIGHT
TANNICO

FONDAZIONE ENZO HRUBY
TERNA



PROJECTS



FESTIVAL | MUSICA CON VISTA

MUSICA CON VISTA (“Music with a view”) is a musical journey in 
the gardens, cloisters and courts of historic houses and palaces, 
which are an integral part of the identity and the cultural heritage of 
our Country. Through numerous concerts spread all over Italy, the 
music of the most representative young ensembles of the 
international music scene echoes throughout the whole country, 
and is accompanied by activities of discovery of the territory.

Musica con Vista is designed and organized by Comitato AMUR, a 
committee that brings together 18 of the most important chamber 
music institutions, together with Le Dimore del Quartetto.In the 
field of cultural heritage, it sees the involvement of prestigious 
organizations such as the Italian Historic Houses Association, Italian 
Touring Club, Fondo Ambiente Italiano, GardenRoute, CoopCulture.

The Festival received the patronage of the Ministry of Tourism and 
the Italia Patria della Bellezza Foundation.



FESTIVAL | MUSICA CON VISTA

The cultural heritage of historic houses and of young, Italian and 
European, chamber musicians, meets the history and tradition of 
some of the most important Italian chamber music concert societies, 
which spread out of the major cities of the country to revitalize 
villages and the suburbs.

Musica con Vista creates a national, cultural ecosystem, in which 
resources and needs are intertwined in a circular way, that is able to 
create a network for Culture and promote it as a driver for the 
economic, social and civil sustainable development of our Country. 
This grants the local sustainability of the project and its replicability
in different territories.

The Musica con Vista festival takes place in the summer season and 
it counts 37 concerts in 2022.

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/musica-con-vista/

http://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/musica-con-vista/


FESTIVAL | ARCHIPELAGO

ARCHIPELAGO is the musical season of Le Dimore del Quarte_o at 
the Giorgio Cini Founda`on.

Soloists, string quartets and trios, selected among the emerging 
talents of the interna`onal classical music landscape, perform 
together on the stage of Auditorium “Lo Squero” on Isola di San 
Giorgio Maggiore in Venice, aaer a short period of ar\s\c residency.

With the aim of triggering new dialogues between space and music, 
classic and contemporary, in 2022 Archipelago enriches its offer with 
musical programs inspired by the spaces and the musical archives of 
the Founda`on and guided tours to the most extraordinary spaces of 
the Founda`on.

www.ledimoredelquarte]o.eu/en/archipelago/

https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/archipelago/


MASTERCLASS | ESPRESSO MASTERCLASS

ESPRESSO MASTERCLASS is a chamber music masterclass, a full 
immersion with international Maestros in the special setting of the 
historic houses. The ensembles, selected by the artistic direction of 
Le Dimore del Quartetto, participate in the masterclass for free 
thanks to a scholarship.

The 2019 and 2020 editions took place at Villa Valvitiano in Perugia. 
The 2021 edition has been organised at Casa Arcasio a Cassine 
(Alessandria), involving the local community and organisations in the 
realisation of the activities. 

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/espresso-masterclass/

https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/espresso-masterclass/


(RE)DISCOVERING PATHS | MUMU MUSIC AT THE MUSEUM

MUMU Music at the Museum is a guided tour of the museum, 
which includes an in-depth study of a selection of works and a 
concert in front of a masterpiece.
The beauty of art in our cities is combined with listening to live 
music in an extremely privileged situation.

Each route is accessible by small groups, with staggered entrances. 
The concerts always provide different and unique musical programs 
for each turn.

The first museum that has inaugurated MUMU itineraries in 2020 e 
2021 is the Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan, with 
concerts in front of Raphael's wonderful preparatory cartoon of the 
School of Athens. The format, which can be open to the public with 
ticket office or private for companies or small groups of people, will 
be replicated in other Italian and European museums.

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/mumu-musica-al-museo/

http://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/mumu-musica-al-museo/


(RE)DISCOVERING PATHS | GRAND TOUR

GRAND TOUR is a narration of the Italian beauty through pictorial 
and musical works inspired by an ideal Grand Tour, with the aim of 
promoting cultural tourism in Italy and a new generation of Italian 
artists.

Grand Tour provides for the organization of a series of live 
concerts supported by images of classical and contemporary 
works of art projected in high definition or proposed through a 
traveling exhibition, for an immersive atmosphere capable of 
evoking a 360 ° Italian journey.
The repertoire includes music by Italian composers, or by 
foreigners who have paid homage to the Bel Paese.

The project, conceived for the Italian Embassies and Cultural 
Institutes in the world, is currently in the definition phase and can 
be implemented thanks to the collaboration with some important 
Italian museums such as the Pinacoteca di Brera, the Pinacoteca 
Ambrosiana, the Cini Foundation of Venice, Brescia Musei, the 
Polo Museale of Palermo, Coop Culture.



The string quartet is an ideal metaphor for teamwork, where 1 + 1 
+ 1 + 1 equals much more than 4. Le Dimore del Quartetto 
expresses the metaphor of the string quartet through different 
projects:

METAFOUR, aimed at schools universities, jails, hospitals and other 
organisations and venues related to the social field;
FOURISMORE, aimed at companies;
FOUREUROPE, inspired by European values;
FOURCITIZENS, inspired by the values of civic education.

Each of these formats includes the presence of a string quartet 
who tells the metaphor through their own experience and musical 
examples.

The rules that guide the quartet are collaboration, respect for 
others' ideas, leadership rotation, responsibility and trust. Rules 
that are the basis of a society that dialogues in a constructive way, 
and which can therefore be an inspiration for all work groups.

METAFOUR | THE QUARTET AS A METAPHOR



The members of the quartet have the characteristics to be 
excellent soloists, but they decide to join together to face a more 
interesting and complex repertoire. They play four different parts 
which, through dialogue and continuous common reflections, are 
integrated into a single sixteen-stringed instrument, without the 
need for a conductor outside the group as happens instead in an 
orchestra.

The quartet is quintessentially equal: age, gender, origin do not 
count. It is a privileged place of profound experience, where one 
can sometimes be unique and sometimes multiple, where fusion 
and personalization are sought. A place of exchange with infinite 
possibilities that continually stimulates the group to raise the 
level.

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/metafour/
www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/fourismore/

METAFOUR | THE QUARTET AS A METAPHOR

http://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/metafour/
http://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/fourismore/


MULTI-SITE COLLECTION | THE STRING CIRCLE

THE STRING CIRCLE is the first network enhancing the high-quality lutherie 
and supporting the career of young musicians in a circular economy.

The project, promoted in collaboration with Fondazione Museo del Violino 
Antonio Stradivari, has received the patronage of the Cologni Foundation for 
Art Professions and is receiving the first adhesions from prize-winning 
luthiers in prestigious International Violin Making Competitions. The 
platform is online starting April 6, 2022.

Through the international mapping of the best artisan workshops, The String 
Circle connects the excellence of the art of violin making with the new 
promising generation of musicians.

The project has the ambition to intercept a new figure of contemporary 
lutherie collector, as a demanding client but also as an innovative patron for 
the development of a permanent widespread collection and sustainability of 
the entire supply chain.

www.thestringcircle.eu/en/



MUSA – European young MUsicians soft Skills Alliance is a European 
professional training project for young string quartets. It aims to provide them 
with entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and competences that are usually missing 
in their curriculum although fundamental for their professional career.

The project was born from a partnership involving Le Dimore del Quartetto as 
leading organisation, IED – Istituto Europeo di Design, ASK Research Center on 
Management and Economics of Arts and Culture Institutions of University 
Bocconi in Milan (Italy), ProQuartet – Centre européen de musique de chambre in 
Paris, La Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin (France), experimentadesign in Lisbon 
(Portugal).

MUSA is co-financed by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/musa/

EUROPEAN PROJECTS | MUSA

https://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/musa/


MUSA is divided into three European stages, each of which provides for the 
deepening of a specific theme with the support of professionals, in a week of 
workshops, artistic residency and concerts:

1. Milan (Italy), April 2021 | The string quartet image strategy, on 
communication and image strategy definition
2. Lisbon (Portugal), October 2021 | Cross-fertilization among the arts, in 
particular between music and other cultural fields
3. Villefavard (France), May 2022 | Recording & Market Distribution, on the 
recording and distribution phases on the market, copyright legislation, 
administrative and financial aspects

The journey of MUSA ends in October 2022 in the heart of Europe, Brussels, 
with a big event in a symbolic place of the city.

Le Dimore del Quartetto is currently working on the second edition of the 
project, MUSA # 2, involving new partners and new countries to explore further 
themes useful for the professional development of musicians.

EUROPEAN PROJECTS | MUSA



MERITA - where chamber Music, cultural hERItage and TAlent meet is the 
new European project aimed at increasing the visibility and circulation of 38 
emerging European string quartets through a dedicated platform, thus 
improving the sustainability of the music supply chain, increasing access to 
and participation in cultural activities and the promotion of European 
cultural heritage in a circular economy.

MERITA has won the European call Creative Europe - European Platforms 
2021 and ha obtained a co-financing from the European Union.

The project starts in September 2022 and for the period 2022-2025 it 
involves 17 partners from 12 European countries, coordinated by Le 
Dimore del Quartetto as leader, in an innovative programme of sustainable 
support for young European string quartets and cultural heritage.

EUROPEAN PROJECTS | MERITA



HISTORIC HOUSES AND THEIR 
PRODUCTS | PRODUCTS AND LIFESTYLE

With Products and Lifestyle, Le Dimore del Quartetto curates a 
selection of products and experiences offered by the Houses of 
the network and tells them to the public through a dedicated 
section on the website, a quarterly thematic newsletter and its 
own social channels.

By promoting the production realities of the Historic Houses, we 
invite a curious public to experience the atmosphere and savor the 
fruits that the land, cultivated with care and passion, offers.

www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/products-and-lifestyle/

http://www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu/en/products-and-lifestyle/


WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT US
Rossana Campisi for ELLE, 2020 | “What happens inside the Houses then is more than an exchange of energies: it is cultural bartering or praise of beauty, if it is
true that the European heritage (from places to music) is a world to be valued.”

Valeria Balocco and Laila Bonazzi for MARIE CLAIRE, 2020  | “On the one hand, there are the Italian and European historic houses; on the other, young string 
quartets that need to travel to perform. In the middle, the intuition of Francesca Moncada, who created Le Dimore del Quartetto. […] A circular economy 
spreading culture and allowing to visit often-inaccessible heritages.”

Giuseppina Manin for  IL CORRIERE DELLA SERA, 2019 | “The number of ensembles keeps growing, and they multiply thanks to Le DQ, born to combine the 
discreet beauty of chamber music with the secluded beauty of private houses. This is the little-known heritage of our country, and not only.”

The jury of the  EUROPEAN HERITAGE AWARD / EUROPA NOSTRA AWARD, 2019 | “The impressive numbers of project participants highlights the 
project’s overall success. [...]  The advantage of this project is the unique attitude of the main stakeholders who have developed various innovative ways to 
collaborate. The project displays high-quality leadership and involves excellent performers, creating links with other EU countries.”

Roselina Salemi for IO DONNA, 2019 | “For Le Dimore del Quartetto, (the quartet) is a virtuous metaphor for diversity, inclusion and shared leadership. This is 
the idea behind the project Fourismore. «Fourismore has been brought in inside big companies, such as Assicurazioni Generali, law firms, board of directors, and 
even if we approached every team differently, we have noticed that music is always able to tug at heartstrings. What is hard to explain with words arrives 
straight to the heart  [...] We have received extremely positive feedback. The level of attention and the aptitude for listening has changed thanks to this project.“

Chiara Beria di Argentine for LA STAMPA, 2017 | “Her 100% Italian project («It has a strongly rooted cultural identity»), exclusively based on private heritage, 
has interested European Historic Houses Association so much that, in 2018, they asked her to export it in 22 countries of the European Union”

Daniela Cavini for SETTE, IL CORRIERE DELLA SERA, 2015 | “The historic houses of Italy are opened up for music, and in return the music lends a hand to 
the landmarks. […] It could be called an economy of direct exchange, and it works miracles.”



www.ledimoredelquartetto.eu
info@ledimoredelquartetto.eu


